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November 19, 1816 Scotsman Robert Stirling was 

granted a patent on the original engine.

Robert Stirling was born on 

October 25, 1790 in Scotland. 

The priest and inventor.

200 years of Stirling engines (1816-2016)

Feature of the Stirling engine is a 

complete regeneration of the heat 

isochoric processes. To this end, the 

working fluid moving from a cold to a 

hot chamber via the regenerator.



According to the location of the working cavity and heat exchangers Stirling

machines are divided into four main types: α, β, γ-schemes, as well as double-

acting machines

Advantages of Stirling engine:

1 Small levels of harmful emissions.

2 The ability to run on different kinds of liquid, gaseous fuel and other high-temperature energy.

3. Theoretically, high efficiency - up to 40%. When changing load efficiency varies slightly.

4.Low noise. The engine does not have a valve mechanism, therefore mechanical noise is very 

low.



Multi-fuel power plants with Stirling engines capacity from 1 to 75 kW



Stirling engine capacity from 1 to 250 kW of Russian production 

(1975-1990)

Cryogenic Stirling machines  capacity from 3 to 10 kW on the nitrogen level of 

Russian production (1959-1991)



Creating and carrying out full-scale experimental trials container 

station with Stirling engine on coal bed methane
(Taldinsky testing ground of "Gazprom promgaz“)
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The current situation on the market for the production and use 

of Stirling engines

1. The high cost of most of the existing Stirling engines - 3000-6000 $ per 1 kW of installed

capacity;

2. It is not enough high - effective efficiency from 15 to 27%.

3. Modern Stirling machines are widely used only in areas where the required properties of

engines with an external supply of heat (underwater energy, solar energy, biomass, etc.)

4. Currently on the market there are practically no companies commercially producing power

plants with Stirling engines (2-3 companies).

5. As a general rule, the Stirling engines on the market are copies of the upgraded engines

created by "Philips".

6. There is no system of training of specialized professionals to design Stirling machines in the

universities.

Any of the existing engines of Stirling doesn't meet these technical requirements

Current market requirements for technical and economic characteristics of 

promising Stirling engines

Power, kW Cost of 1 kW of the established 

capacity,  ths. US $/kW

Motor potential, 

hours

Efficiency, %

From 1 till 100 0,8-1,6 More than 30000 From above 30



Problems List of solvable tasks

Problems of 

mathematical modeling

- no intermittent movement of piston group and non-stationary

heat and mass transfer in the inner machine contour

(idealized Stirling cycles);

- choice of a method of analyzing and calculating Stirling

machines (Schmidt model, hydrodynamic model, the model

of concentrated volumes, the nodal model, adiabatic model,

etc.);

- numerical methods for solving differential equations;

- multiple-parameter optimization, etc.

Problems of constructive  

design

- choice of constructive solutions for basic units of Stirling

machines;

-solution of sealing issues kinematic pairs;

- a solution of the starting issues

power control, etc.

Technology problems for 

industrial manufacturing

- welding and brazing of non-ferrous metals;

- Select components for long life of machines;

- Cost of production, etc.

Problems of making the high effective Stirling machines 



The name of the approach Essence of the approach
1. Creation of essentially new

model of the highly effective

Stirling engine or refrigerating

machine

The given approach is realized, when there is a problem of creation of Stirling machine for new system

with precisely certain parameters and characteristics. The basic advantage of the given approach is the

opportunity to create Stirling engines and refrigerating machines of required capacity with the best

efficiency and in view of purpose of object. It allows overtaking or pressing quickly competitors, to

borrow a significant market niche in a new power range.

The basic lack of the given approach is significant financial and time expenses for carrying out of

developmental works. Now the opportunity of such approach is presumed by only individual companies

in the world. The main problem of it is absence of adequate methods of calculation and experience of

designing of machines at the companies. It the narrow assortment of Stirling machines sold in the world

market speaks.

2. Improvement of existing

Stirling engines and refrigerating

machines

At recalculation of geometry of an internal contour of the machine, the given approach allows "to

squeeze out" in the maximal degree from the existing prototype higher parameters of efficiency.

However, limits of change of capacity in this case very insignificant. Practically the machine of the same

capacity is put on the market, but with higher efficiency.

Advantage of the given approach, in comparison with the first one, is considerably smaller financial

expenses. Therefore, now it is the most widespread kind of activity in the field of creation of Stirling

machines.

3. Transformations of converters

of energy of direct and return

Stirling cycle

In other words, it is alteration of Stirling engines in refrigerating machines and on the contrary. It is

possible to do the given transformations only with the machines working on Stirling cycle. However the

given approach demands very serious constructive study of separate units of Stirling machines and

created machines are restricted by rigid limits on capacity and efficiency.

4. Creation of Stirling engines and 

refrigerating machines on the 

basis of existing compressors and 

engines of internal combustion

In opinion of the author, now the given approach is most perspective. It allows using the existing

technological potential of the machine-building enterprises and the unified element base in the maximal

degree. The given approach will allow any enterprise, manufacturing the compressor and engines of

internal combustion in short terms to adjust a batch production of cheap Stirling engines and

refrigerating machines. However the given approach can be realized only at presence of adequate

methodology of calculation of internal contour and acceptances of some original technical decisions,

allowing taking the most of constructive base of prototypes (compressors and engines of internal

combustion).

The basic approaches for creation of modern Stirling machines 
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Methodology of calculation of Stirling engines on the 

basis of multiple-parameter optimization

Methodology of patent researches and scientific - patent 

forecasting of tendencies of development energy 

converting systems on the basis of Stirling machines

Methodology of formation of structural shape of power 

installation and Stirling engine with use of a method of 

the morphological analysis of complex systems

Methodology of definition of optimum constructive 

decisions of the basic units of Stirling engines  on the 

basis of the theory of the decision of inventor's problems 

(TRIZ) and the functional - cost analysis  

It forms information base of a design of 

elements of power installation and 

Stirling engine

It forms structure and element base of 

power installation and Stirling engine  

It solves a problem of optimum designing 

and decreasing prices of manufacturing 

of the basic units of Stirling engines   

It solves a problem of creation of engines 

with high efficiency

New methodology of creation of highly effective power installations on the basis of  

Stirling machines 

Methodology of technical and economic calculation of a 

recoupment and batch production of power installations 

on the basis of Stirling machines 

Methodology of technical and economic 

calculation of a recoupment and batch 

production of power installations on the 

basis of Stirling machines  



Universal method of calculation of  Stirling machines

Separate method of the analysis of the processes  in an internal contour of the 

machine 

Adiabatic and hydrodynamic models of Stirling machine   

(systems of the nonlinear differential equations)

The decision of system of the differential equations of adiabatic and 

hydrodynamic models by a method of final differences  

The technical project (the initial data) on designing:  temperature , required  

capacity, etc.

Two-level one-criterion multiple-parameter optimization on the basis of a method 

of search of a global extremum of functions of many variables with self-training:

1-rst level - adiabatic model, criterion of optimization - efficiency of the idealized 

machine;

2-nd level - hydrodynamic model, criterion of optimization - efficiency of the  real 

machine



Power plants with Stirling engines on biomass - a perspective direction of 

development of autonomous systems of power supply for remote regions of 

Russia

By area of independent power supply concerns more than 60%

of the territory of the Russian Federation. These are the regions

of the Far North, Far East, Siberia, Buryatia, Yakutia, Altai, the

Kuril Islands and Kamchatka. In this area is more than 140 000

settlements and a population of about 30 million.

High cost of delivery of energy resources. Transportation of 

diesel fuel is  more expensive in 3-5 times than the fuel itself.

The high cost of production of electricity and heat. The production 

of 1 kWh of electric energy costs in 30-40 times more than in the 

central part of Russia
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